FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS – October 27, 2018
When will main-net for Tangram be live?
Estimate as of today (October 27, 2018) – Late December 2018

What is Tangrams mission?
See Manifesto. h
 ttps://medium.com/@getsneak/a-sneak-manifesto-163eb38e00ea

Is Tangram a fork of B
 itcoin, Ethereum, Monero or Nano?
No.

What is the distribution allocations?
Public: 65%
Contributors: 10%
Founders: 10%
Development Fund: 10%
Community Fund: 5%*
*Community Fund has closed as of October 26, 2018 with only 56.73% of the 5% allocated claimed. Details of
re-allocation of remaining 2.8% to come.

How will public distribution occur?
Through lending your computation power for research and development against finding a cure
(diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease, Huntington’s disease, cystic fibrosis, BSE (Mad Cow
disease), an inherited form of emphysema, and even many cancers). Find out more here:
https://foldingathome.org/

How it works in Tangram public free distribution:
https://medium.com/@getsneak/f-h-faucet-alpha-0-1-testing-d179568d1f40

When will the public faucet distribution occur?:
When Tangram goes main-net (scheduled for late December 2018).

10% of supply is allocated to Contributors – who are they and why?
Contributors donated a combination of Monero, Nano, Bitcoin, and Ethereum to the developers
to support the development throughout the early stages. These donations allowed Matthew
Hellyer to move to developing the Tangram platform full-time.

5% of supply is allocated to the Community Fund – who are they and why?
The Community Fund was for those who provably donated to a privacy DAG project prior to
February 28th that turned out to be a scam. Donators received Tangram for scammed donations
at a rate of half the dollar value of your donation the day it was sent. 2.8% of total supply was
claimed through the Community Fund. The Community Fund was closed October 26th, 2018.

Will there be any transparency in regards to the Developer’s Fund?
Yes. More information on this will be released prior to main-net.

How can I become an alpha-tester?
Unfortunately, alpha-testing is backlogged until main-net. There will however be a testnet
available at a later date in Q3. Currently alpha v0.8 CLi Wallet is currently open-source and is
available for all to download and test. v0.8.1 & v0.8.2 of the CLi Wallet will be available to test
for all as well upon release.
Where can I download the v0.8 CLi Wallet?
Follow the directions based on your OS here:
https://tangram-docs.gitbook.io/docs/wallets/cli-1

Are there any current bug bounties?
Currently the only bug bounty available would be associated with the faucet:
https://medium.com/@getsneak/f-h-faucet-alpha-0-1-testing-d179568d1f40 (Please see Rules
& Rewards section).
When main-net has launched and Tangram is open-sourced further bug bounties will be defined.

Are the developers of this project anonymous?
No, the core developers are not anonymous. See below:
Matthew Hellyer (pingpong)
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/matthewhellyer/
Jensen Chung (sweet_sneak) Jonathan Bastnagel (inkadnb/n3bs)
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/jensenchung/
Jonathan Bastnagel (inkadnb/n3bs)
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/inkadnb/
Other team members can be found here: https://tangrams.io/about-tangram/team/

What is max supply?
183,744,990 $TGM

What will be the language of Tangram and its smart contracts?
TypeScript

When will the white paper be released?
When main-net is live.

Will Tangram have fees?
No, transactions will be fee-less.

When will s
 mart contract functionality be implemented?
2019 (Better estimate will be provided 3 months after main-net)

Will there be exchange listings?
This is not a primary focus. We will provide documentation that allows any 3rd party to develop
and integrate with Tangram.
Once main-net is live, how many Tangrams will I receive per f@h work unit?

*Numbers shown + in article are tentative and may change based on real-time dynamics and evaluation

For more details see our blog post here:
https://blog.goodaudience.com/tangram-faucet-distribution-economics-overview-72141e9562b
f

Will I need a powerful computer for the f@h work unit?
No. The f@h work unit will calibrate to your CPU.

Will there be any security audits of the Tangram code base?
Yes. The name of the 3rd party security audit firm will be released once a contract has been
signed.

Will Tangram be open-source?
Yes.

Why is the GitHub currently private?
Tangram’s codebase is built from scratch. To protect the integrity of the project before main-net
and prior to a security audit by a reputable firm we preferred to release the complete base code
of the project at one time. Tangram will be open-source at main-net.

How can we be sure of the max supply of Tangram?
The view key of the genesis block will be made available for all once main-net is live. Additional
measures are in discussion as well such as a live-stream of genesis. Further details will be
provided closer to main-net so that you may take part in this exciting event.
Will there be a testnet for Tangram?
Currently ongoing.

Will there be documentation provided for development on Tangram?
Yes. Documentation will periodically be updated here - h
 ttps://tangram-docs.gitbook.io/docs/

Will there be any incentives for running a node?
There are no monetary incentives for running a node.

Will nodes be private?
Yes.

Does Tangram need developer’s once main-net is live?
YES! Come poke around, join the crew, pingpong doesn’t bite.

How long will the public distribution take?
Current estimations are 3 months.

Does any of the Tangram team endorse any exchange or OTC trading?
No. You will not find any exchange or OTC channel supported in the Tangram server by team
members.

Is there a roadmap for Tangram?
https://trello.com/b/x02K9WgV

Why are their mentions of Sneak everywhere in regards to Tangram?
Sneak was the code name of Tangram before the current name was chosen.

Does Tangram utilize ring signatures in its structure at all?
No.

Has Tangram underwent any stress test during Alpha-phases? How did it perform?
Yes. See here for more information https://pastebin.com/8YKrJJEZ
https://pastebin.com/iHGMMxBr

Where can we learn more about Tangram?
Current live channels include:
Discord: https://discord.gg/GhX6nUC
Reddit: h
 ttps://www.reddit.com/r/Tangrams/
Telegram: https://t.me/Tangrams
*Telegram Brasil (Portuguese): https://t.me/tangrambrasil
*Telegram Espanol (Spanish): https://t.me/TangramEs
*Telegram Russia (Slavic): https://t.me/Tangrams_Ru
*These communities are non-official however server owners do work in close concert with the Tangram team
disseminating information + updates in native languages.

If you are interested in starting a community for a non-english language Tangram community to
help with translation + dissemination of updates please contact any of the current community
managers or devs, we will have guidelines regarding conduct for ongoing support of the any
community channel servers within our resource centers.
See the #resource channel in Discord to see all articles and references to Tangram.

How will Tangram achieve consensus?
Via the Tangram Protocol – More information will be released with the white paper.

Is there a website for Tangram?
https://tangrams.io/

Will there be a rich list for Tangram?
No.

Does Tangram have a BitcoinTalk thread?
Yes, but it is a pre-announcement only. A new thread with an official announcement will be
made once we have prepared main-net. h
 ttps://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3022248.0

What environment will be required to run Tangram nodes?
Nodes can run on Windows, Linux, Mac, Raspberry Pi or any Linux distro

What Alpha version are we currently on?
Alpha v0.8.0 is the latest release.
Alpha v0.9 is being worked on concurrently as well.

Where can I find more information about the CLi Wallet?
https://medium.com/@tangramd/enterprise-grade-wallet-built-for-you-92d9317f3cd6

Where is the FAQ for Alpha v0.8 CLi Wallet?
https://tangram-docs.gitbook.io/docs/faq

I am receiving errors when setting up Alpha v0.8 CLi Wallet, where can I find information in
this regard?
https://tangram-docs.gitbook.io/docs/wallets/cli-1/error-codes

What is left for Tangram to work on until main-net?
---- 1. CLi Wallet Release(s)
-------- 0.8
-------- 0.8.1
-------- 0.8.2
---- 2. Tangram Protocol
--------0.9
---- 3. Code refactoring and hardening
---- 4. Network enhancements
---- 5. White-paper
---- 6. Security Audit & code review
---- 7. Main-net

Will there be a GUI Wallet available?
Yes. GUI will be made available after main-net.

Will Tangram participate in any cryptocurrency conferences in the near future?
Yes! Jensen and Mathew have agreed to appear at Bitconf in Brazil which will take place on
November 16th and 17th in Fortaleza, Brazil’s Northeast region. Community managers @Pizzi
and @PedroLark will also be in attendance with the Tangram Developers to give a presentation
titled “Privacy Matters”.
More information on Bitconf: https://www.bitconf.com.br/2018CE/

Have there been any fundamental changes to Tangram since the last FAQ August 8th, 2018?
Yes. Tor was originally a long-term milestone, however Tangram felt that it was imperative to
include at release of main-net. Tangram has successfully integrated Tor into the CLi Wallet to
ensure privacy client-side.

